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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a consistent and cooperative multi-agent learning system for the Geometry
Friends game, inspired by the single agent success using a weighted directed graph and Reinforcement
Learning. The motivation is to build a solid foundation for future cooperation solutions that want to
expand and exploit other Machine Learning knowledge. The final results will demonstrate that our
system outperforms all proposals submitted to date, based on a relative simple structure giving the
complex demands of a multi-agent environment.
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1. Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a Computer Science
field that has recently gained a notorious fame in
more traditional and popular media. Games have a
fundamental role in encouraging AI research, par-
ticularly Machine Learning (ML) techniques. Not
only that, but they are teaching tools with dedi-
cated disciplines and books [8] [5]. Classic board
games like checkers and chess were the first games,
seen as the most natural challenge due to their de-
terminism and finite state/rule set. It was like that
until artificial agents learned to play backgammon
[13] in 1995 and the chess world champion was de-
feated by machine Deep Blue (IBM) in 1997 [2] The
focus then shifted to 2D games and later 3D real-
time ones.

Famous Atari games, such as Super Mario Bros.,
became the next goal for new ML strategies. How-
ever, even these are now trivial given new knowledge
and newer computers [11][6][3][14]. People began
to study real-world problems in which they came
across a majority of multi-agent systems (MAS).
These represented a big leap in problems’ complex-
ity, but once again, games took over as the best
playground to make that transition from single-
agent problems to multi-agent ones.

Geometry Friends (GF) [7] is one good example,
with its own competition aiming to encourage the
development of cooperative and non-cooperative
agents. Currently, an adaptation of A* algo-
rithm called Subgoal A* [4], is the best shortest-
path search algorithm applied to GF. As for the
single-player mode, Reinforcement Learning [12]
and Rapid-Exploring Random Trees (RTT) [10] [9]

are the most successfull strategies, achieving the
best performance on the respective competition.
The multi-player component of GF has not taken so
many approaches (RTT is also the best submission
in this aspect) but it is expected to be addressed by
more future proposals.

We intend to match those expectations by build-
ing a multi-agent system inspired by the good
single-player results achieved by RL. Our idea is to
design an architecture with a solid mapping, plan-
ning and control phase that supports the neces-
sary cooperation mechanisms. We will achieve this
through strategies that have already been success-
ful in this game, such as weighted directed graphs
and Q-Learning [15] [16]. Additionally, we will im-
plement new communication and synchronization
processes between agents.

1.1. Objectives

Our first objective is to develop a rectangle agent
with the same approach as the KIT circle agent
(Section 2.2.2), achieving the same quality in per-
formance but on the Rectangle Track (ideally win-
ning it). However, our main goal is to success-
fully join those two agents into a learning system
equipped with the necessary cooperation mecha-
nisms. We intend to compete in the Cooperation
Track and significantly improve the results obtained
by previous proposals. Attached to these objec-
tives, we also assume responsibility for implement-
ing a modular and organized system architecture to
contribute to future Geometry Friends research.
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2. Background

2.1. Q-Learning
The best way to model a RL problem is as a Markov
Decision Process (MDP) [1], which implies defining
states, actions and rewards. The goal is to train
the agent to choose actions that not only reach the
target but also maximize the reward (optimal pol-
icy). We are going to use one of the most famous
RL techniques: Q-Learning [15] [16]. The result
of this algorithm is a Q-Table in which each entry
represents the quality of choosing an action a in
state s. During training, thses entries are updated
according to Equation 1.

Q(s, a) = Q(s, a) + α(r + γ max
a′∈A

Q(s′, a′) −Q(s, a)) (1)

Regarding Equation 1, α is the learning rate, γ
is the discount rate, r is the action reward, s′ and
a′ correspond to the next state and the best next
state’s action, respectively. Choosing actions dur-
ing training depends on the learning policy. The ε-
greedy strategy is one of the most common because
it is simple and ensures convergence to the optimal
policy. The idea is to choose the best action of the
current state (greedy action) with probability ε or
a random one with probability 1− ε.

2.2. Geometry Friends
Geometry Friends (GF) is a two-dimensional
physic-based puzzle game with one and two player
mode. There is a yellow circle that rolls and jumps,
while a green rectangle slides and morphs whithout
changing its area (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: GF Characters and Actions

The game objective is to collect all diamonds,
which vary in number and position depending on
the level (exemplified in Fig. 2). The remaining
elements of the game are obstacles that prevent
characters from moving unless they share the same
colour. This means that the yellow circle can’t get
through black and green obstacles while the green
rectangle is obstructed by black and yellow ones.

Fig. 2: Geometry Friends Level Example

Since 2013, a competition is held every year at the
IEEE Conference on Games, challenging AI players
to play GF. The main goal is to promote the study
of solutions for agent-agent cooperation problems,
from action coordination to action planning. There
are three distinct tracks: Circle, Rectangle and Co-
operation Track. The first two encourage each agent
development in single-player levels while the latter
evaluates the performance of multi-agent coopera-
tive systems throughout more complex levels. All
participants are tested ten times in ten different lev-
els (only half public before submissions). The rank-
ing is based on the average score of the ten runs,
whose formula is given by Equation 2.

VCompleted×
(maxTime − agentTime)

maxTime
+(VCollect×NCollect) (2)

The more diamonds collected, NCollect, in less
time, agentT ime, the higher the score. Complet-
ing a level is rewarded with VCompleted = 1000 and
each collected diamond with VCollect = 300.

2.2.1. Subgoal A* Search Algorithm (2015)

In 2015, Daniel Fischer turned the game levels into
weighted directed graphs and tested different ver-
sions of A* search. The result of his research was
a Subgoal A* algorithm that still remains the best
pathfinding strategy for GF.

The original algorithm processes a weighted
graph and works on a closed and an open list of
nodes, according on whether they have been ex-
panded or not. Starting from the initial node, the
strategy is to find the minimal-cost path to one goal
node. Each iteration, the node from the open list
with lowest sum of cost and heuristic is expanded
before being placed in the closed list. This means
that its unexpanded neighboring nodes are inserted
into the open list.

The Subgoal A* proposal uses Euclidean distance
as cost measure and goes without heuristics (no es-
timation of future cost) but the main characteristic
is the node property associated to the path diamond
collecting order.

Fig. 3: Graph example in which Subgoal A* returns
the path with nodes A-D-E (all without diamonds),
then E-D-A-B-C (all with diamond collected in E)

2.2.2. KIT Circle Agent (2017)

The best circle agent (KIT) splits GF in subprob-
lems. The first one is modeled in Fig. 4 and is
solved using Q-Learning. The goal is to reach a
certain position and horizontal velocity, using only
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ROLL LEFT and ROLL RIGHT as possible ac-
tions. States are defined by discrete values of rel-
ative velocity and distance regarding target. The
state search space is reduced given the existing sym-
metry in states like those shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4: KIT Learning Problem (Symmetric States)

The rest of the GF problem is divided into Plan-
ning and Control. Planning consists in using Sub-
goal A* to find the shortest path to collect all di-
amonds. It includes building a weighted directed
graph with platforms as nodes and moves as edges.
For falling and jumping trajectories simulation,
KIT uses the Motion Equations 3 and 4.

x = vxt (3) y = vyt−
1

2
gt2 (4)

To perform the path obtained in Planning, the
Control phase selects the current state’s best action,
according to the agent training results (Q-Table).

3. System Overview
Our approach to GF subproblems and system ar-
chitecture is organized in 3 phases: Training (on
training levels), Mapping (pre-level) and Control
(iterating until level completation or timeout).

3.1. Circle & Rectangle Approach

Phase Rectangle Approach (KIT Adaptation)

Tra.
Solving the subproblem of reaching a

particular position with a certain horizontal
velocity and height, using Q-Learning.

Map.

Representing the level as a weighted directed
graph with Platforms as nodes and Moves as
edges, adapted to rectangle. Fall trajectories
simulated using Motion Equations 3 and 4.

Con.
Running Subgoal A* on graph to obtain the

next move. The action is selected according to
the move and the training records.

Table 1: Rectangle Approach (KIT Adaptation)

Inspired by the KIT agent individual sucess, we
built a system with a similar structure in order to
incorporate it as our circle agent (without changing
it). This is evident in Table 1, where we describe our
rectangle approach. The complexity of the rectan-
gle problem, in particular during Training and Map-
ping, is greater the more forms/heights we consider.
After analyzing different levels and studying which

forms did not increase the character’s efficiency, we
narrowed them down to the ones shown in Fig. 5.

(a) Horizontal (b) Square (c) Vertical

Fig. 5: Rectangle Forms/Heights Considered

3.2. Cooperation Approach
The cooperative component of GF significantly in-
creases the problem complexity. Similar to the rect-
angle, we found it necessary to simplify and reduce
the coverage of cooperative movements by our sys-
tem. We noticed that most of these could be viewed
as a single riding ability whose variants we show in
Figure 6. Thus, the Ride Position (Fig. 6a) became
the basis of all our cooperation approach.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 6: Riding Ability

Besides a multi-agent training, implementing this
type of moves has two main requirements: iden-
tification and incorporation in the agents’ graphs
(Mapping) as well as synchronization mechanisms
between rectangle and circle (Control).

The latter would be solved if both agents built
an equal graph and selected simultaneously the
same cooperative move. However this solution is
heavy, repetitive and ultimately unnecessary given
the existence of a communication channel between
agents in GF. Therefore, we decided to use a leader-
follower strategy in which the leader makes the co-
operative decisions and communicates to the fol-
lower. The circle was chosen as system leader since
it is easier for this agent to check possible trajecto-
ries involving the Ride Position.

Our cooperation approach is detailed in Table 2.

Phase
Cooperation Approach

Circle(Leader) Rectangle(Follower)

Tra.
Joint training for riding ability. Additional
Q-Table obtained with Team Q-Learning.

Map.

Identification and graph
incorporation of

cooperative moves based
on the riding ability.

-

Con.

Sends cooperative
moves.

Receives
cooperative moves.

Consult individual or team Q-table records
according to Move type.

Table 2: Cooperation Approach
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3.3. System Architecture

Fig. 7: System Architecture

Given our approach, the system implementation fol-
lowed the architecture shown in Fig. 7. There is a
Learning Module responsible for three training ses-
sions and for keeping records for future use. Af-
ter that, the Mapping Module receives information
about a level, identifies platforms and moves, and
returns a graph for each agent. Finally, the Control
Module uses all this information to plan the best
current solution, NEXT MOVE, and to realize it,
NEXT ACTION.

4. Mapping Module
The purpose of this module is to condense all pre-
level data on obstacles and collectibles in a single
graph with Platforms as nodes and Moves as edges.
They are identified by the Platform Manager and
the Move Manager, respectively.

4.1. Platforms Manager

4.1.1. BASIC Platforms

A basic platform is any game obstacle, or a set of
obstacles, in which the characer can move from one
edge to the other without colliding with any obsta-
cle and maintaining the same set of allowed heights.
Obstacles of the same color as the character are ig-
nored while the rest are seen as black ones (they are
all obstacles in the same way).

Unlike the circle, where BASIC platform iden-
tification is straightforward, this process is more
complicated for the rectangle due to its morphing
ability (as shown in Fig. 8). Whenever a change
in allowed height influences the possible rectangle
heights (those in Fig. 5 plus the Ride Position -
Fig. 6a), a new platform is created.

(a) Partial Level Example

(b) Circle (c) Rectangle

Fig. 8: BASIC Platforms Identification

4.1.2. GAP Platforms
The rectangle has the peculiarity of being able to
fall between platforms, morphing upwards with zero
horizontal velocity. This is possible when there is a
sufficiently large gap for it to fall vertically but also
small enough for it to pass horizontally (as platform
2 in Fig. 9). Those are rectangle platforms abstrac-
tions, called GAP. Although they are not obstacles,
they are useful for Moves Manager.

Fig. 9: Rectangle Platforms Identification for level of Fig. 2

4.1.3. COOPERATIVE Platforms
As system leader, the circle is responsible for map-
ping cooperative moves. Although this is a Moves
Manager task, this process begins with identify-
ing COOPERATIVE platforms (circle exclusive ab-
stractions). They represent the possible positions of
the rectangle at which the circle can land (allowing
the Ride Position).

To identify them, the Platform Manager verifies
which rectangle BASIC platforms allow the Ride
Position and are reachable from the rectangle start-
ing position. If those conditions are true, platforms,
like 3 and 4 in Fig. 10, are inserted as COOPER-
ATIVE in the circle graph, adding the horizontal
rectangle height to the original).
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Fig. 10: Circle Platforms Identification for level of Fig. 2

4.2. Moves Manager

One Move represents a trajectory that allows the
agent to change platforms and/or collect one or
more diamonds. For the move to be successful and
the trajectory calculated by Moves Manager to be
verified, the agent must reach certain coordinates,
horizontal velocity and height. These set of val-
ues constitute an agent State - a data structure
designed to replace both CircleRepresentation and
RectangleRepresentation (GF primitives) in order
to equalize all processes running within the system.

4.2.1. COLLECT/TRANSITION Moves

A COLLECT type move consists only of an agent
positioning itself to collect a diamond in the cur-
rent platform. On the other hand, a TRANSITION
move results in a current platform change, collect-
ing or not diamonds along the way. The trajecto-
ries of these types of moves are simple to simulate
because the Moves Manager only need to check if
there are no obstacles and, for the TRANSITION
ones, if the gap or stair between platforms is not too
big. For the rectangle, these moves are simulated
for each of the three possible heights of Fig. 5 (as
shown in Fig. 11 and 12).

Fig. 11: COLLECT Move Fig. 12: TRANSITION Move

4.2.2. FALL/JUMP Moves

For FALL and JUMP moves, we need to use Mo-
tion Equations 3 and 4 to predict the complete tra-
jectory and therefore being able to check for ob-
stacles and reachable collectibles. Additionally, we
also identify the landing point and target platform
(number 5 in the example of Fig. 13). The initial
positions of FALL moves are both platform edges
while for the JUMP ones, the full discretized length
of the platform must be considered.

Whether falling or jumping, the process is the
same for each possible initial position: simulate
the move with different initial horizontal velocities.

These values are not only discretized but also lim-
ited by the platform length available for the agent
to accelerate. More about values discretization and
limits in Section 6.

Fig. 13: JUMP Move

4.2.3. COOPERATIVE Moves
These moves are identified by the Moves Manager
for the circle graph, using the COOPERATIVE
platforms that represent the rectangle’s possible po-
sitions. In fact, it does not require any new trajec-
tory simulation because this process is included in
the identification of FALL and JUMP circle moves.

There are two reasons for a FALL or JUMP move
to be classified as COOPERATIVE: either the cir-
cle is falling/jumping from a COOPERATIVE plat-
form or it is landing on one. This means that, as
shown in Fig. 14, the simulation of a jump trajec-
tory can not only result in a JUMP move (Fig. 13)
but also a COOPERATIVE one. The latter stores
the required rectangle position as partner state.

Fig. 14: COOPERATIVE Move

Although the rectangle does not identify these
moves, it receives them and incorporates them into
its graph with just one adaptation: the state prop-
erty is replaced with that of partner state and vice
versa to match the correct player. From its per-
spective, performing this move is very similar to
a COLLECT one, giving that, not considering the
required synchronization, it only has to assume a
certain position.

Finally, COOPERATIVE moves can start from
COOPERATIVE platforms. These platforms have
Dynamic Height, meaning that it can be seen as
three different BASIC platforms for each rectangle
height and for which the Moves Manager simulates
every possible movement. This process results in
COOPERATIVE moves like the one from Fig. 15
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(note that the partner state includes information
about the rectangle height).

Fig. 15: COOPERATIVE Move with Dynamic Height

5. Control Module

5.1. Cooperation Manager
Agents in our system can play both individually
and as a team, depending on the type of move they
select to perform. This is expressed by their Co-
operation Status. We show in Table 3 how these
values are associated with the agents’ synchroniza-
tion process.

Cooperation Status NEXT MOVE Agent State

SINGLE 6=COOPERATIVE Playing individually.

UNSYNCHRONIZED COOPERATIVE NEXT MOVE state not reached.

SYNCHRONIZED COOPERATIVE NEXT MOVE state reached.

RIDING COOPERATIVE
Moving with partner while
assuming the Ride Position.

Table 3: Cooperation Status Values

The Cooperation Status value of one agent often
depends on the partner value. This dependency is
the result of message exchange between them, han-
dled by the Cooperation Manager. These messages
serve as an update to the circle and rectangle rela-
tive to the synchronization step they are in. In fact,
the Cooperation Status of an agent can go through
four types of transition, as modeled in Fig. 16.

Fig. 16: Cooperation Status Diagram

Transitions between Cooperation Status involve
agent-to-agent communication (except transition
type 3), respecting our leader-follower strategy.

In transition type 1, the circle, previously play-
ing individually, selects a new NEXT MOVE of type

COOPERATIVE. This move is attached to a mes-
sage sent to the rectangle. The rectangle does not
make this transition immediately, unlike the circle.

In transition type 2, a cooperative move finishes
successfully or unsuccessfully, leaving the circle free
to play individually. A message is sent to the rect-
angle in order to free him too.

In transition type 3, the agents reached the states
required by a COOPERATIVE move. They both
receive that information from their own sensors so
no communication is needed.

The only difference between transition type 1 and
type 4 is that both agents start SYNCHRONIZED
and the Ride Position must be mantained until they
reach the states required by the COOPERATIVE
move.

5.2. Control Module Flow
The Control Module is responsible for the agents’
behaviour from the moment they start playing the
level, using data from Mapping and Learning Mod-
ules. In fact, these data is used in two distinct
stages as briefly presented in Table 4.

Stage Input Strategy Output

Planning
SENSORS INFO

GRAPH
Subgoal A* Search

NEXT
MOVE

Action
SENSORS INFO

NEXT MOVE

Training Records
(Q-Tables)

NEXT
ACTION

Table 4: Control Module Stages

The control module flow iteration for the circle
and rectangle is shown in Fig. 17, divided into these
two stages.

5.2.1. Circle Control Module Flow
The Planning stage is skipped if NEXT MOVE is
defined, which is the most common case since a
move is rarely chosen and executed entirely in a sin-
gle iteration. On the other hand, if NEXT MOVE
is not defined, the Control Module stays in Plan-
ning and obtains it using Subgoal A* on the circle
graph.

The Cooperation Status is updated frequently
during these iterations by checking different con-
ditions. For example, before using the pathfinding
algorithm, it checks if the characters are in the Ride
Position. The Cooperation Status is then SINGLE
or RIDING according to the veracity of this condi-
tion. Note that in Fig. 17, values for Cooperation
Status do not necessarily mean that there is a tran-
sition (the previous status may be the same).

This covers situations like the when the circle
comes from a cooperative movement and is no
longer in Ride Position. This is a type 2 transition
between RIDING and SINGLE, requiring a message
to release the rectangle.
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Fig. 17: Control Flow Iteration for the Circle and Rectangle Agents
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Between Subgoal A* Search on the circle graph
and the Action Phase, there is one more operation:
move conflict identification. Basically, if there is
conflict, the search is repeated, otherwise the agent
can finnaly proceed to the Action Stage.

This stage begins by checking if the type of
NEXT MOVE is COOPERATIVE. In that case,
the circle as system leader, must verify the current
synchronization status. It does that by checking
if the rectangle is already in the partner state re-
quired by the cooperative move. If it is, the syn-
chronization is completed otherwise the agent re-
main UNSYNCHRONIZED and the circle control
flow iteration ends there with no action.

The last step is to use the training results by
querying the team Q-Table or the circle one, de-
pending on whether the next move is cooperative or
not. With this, the Control Module gets the best
NEXT ACTION in order to reach the required po-
sition and horizontal velocity included in the NEXT
MOVE state. If the agent already reached it, the
NEXT ACTION corresponds to the move type:
jumping if JUMP, rolling if TRANSITION or no
action. Additionally, the executed NEXT MOVE
is forgotten.

5.2.2. Rectangle Control Module Flow
The rectangle Planning stage is equal to the circle
one but the Cooperation Status is not changed until
the Action Stage when it checks the type of NEXT
MOVE. If it is COOPERATIVE, the Cooperation
Status becomes RIDING if the agents are in Ride
Position, otherwise UNSYNCHRONIZED. If it is
an individual move, Cooperation Status is SINGLE.

The rest of the algorithm is pratically the same
compared to the circle. Specifically all the logic re-
garding the use of individual or team Q-Tables as
well as reaching NEXT MOVE state (completing
synchronization if it is cooperative). In the end,
there is one last difference: checking for action con-
flict or stuckness. These were mechanisms we found
necessary to implement in the rectangle agent given
its particular characteristics.

6. Learning Module
The Learning Module is responsible for all the three
training sessions: circle, rectangle and Ride Posi-
tion. The first two use single Q-Learning while
the latter uses the multi-agent version Team Q-
Learning (joint actions). In our system, each Q-
Table entry is updated according to the Equation 1
, using α = 0.3, γ = 0.999 and r = 200 if reached
target, otherwise r = −1. As for learning policy, we
chose the ε-greedy with ε = 0.6.

The learning problems’ states are defined as rep-
resented in Fig. 18. In the individual cases, states
depend on the relative distance and relative veloc-
ity to the target velocity (preserving the symmetric

Fig. 18: State Definition for each Learning Problem

property from KIT) while actions only allow the
characters to move sideways.

As for the Ride Position case, both agents keep
their possible actions but as a system, the training
actions are instead joint actions. The state main-
tains other elements such as the horizontal velocity
values for each character and the relative distance
between rectangle and target. The Ride Position
always assumes that the circle is on top of the rect-
angle. For this reason, it is unnecessary for the state
to consider the relative distance from the circle to
the target. Instead of this value, we have the de-
viation between the rectangle and circle positions,
represented by ∆x. The goal is not only for each
character to reach a certain position and velocity
but also for the deviation between them to be zero.

Considering all possible values for the elements
enumerated in the previous sections, training would
be nearly impossible. The solution is to discretize
and limit these values, reducing state and target
space, training necessity and Q-Table size.

In fact, we started doing this right from the def-
inition of rectangle actions. Morphing actions are
not considered because the rectangle performs these
two actions, as needed, before the movement begins.
However, the rectangle learning state includes its
height because the agent trains for each one (from
Fig. 5). All information about values limitation and
discretization for each learning problem is summa-
rized in Table 5.

The maximum horizontal velocity in the game is
200. The KIT also experimentally concluded that
the circle only needs 200 units of distance to reach
this velocity and therefore dc values are only consid-
ered below that. The distance values are discretized
in intervals of 4 while the velocity ones are of 10.

Regarding the rectangle, the distance to the tar-
get dr had to be increased to 300 because the char-
acter has less acceleration. In the circle, the hor-
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Action
State

Target

Limits (Discretized)

ROLL LEFT

ROLL RIGHT

|dc| 6 200(4)
|vc| 6 200(10)

dc = 0
vc = {0, 20, ..., 180, 200}

MOVE LEFT

MOVE RIGHT

|dr| 6 300(4)
|vr| 6 200(10)

dr = 0
vr = {0, 50, 100, 150, 200}

hr = {50, 100, 200}

[ROLL LEFT,
MOVE LEFT]

[ROLL LEFT,
MOVE RIGHT]

[ROLL RIGHT,
MOVE LEFT]

[ROLL RIGHT,
MOVE RIGHT]

|dr| 6 100(4)
|vc| 6 90(10)
|vr| 6 90(10)
|∆x| 6 60(4)

dr = 0
vc = 0
vr = 0
∆x = 0

Table 5: Learning Problems Overview

izontal velocity vc can assume 20 different values.
The same implementation on the rectangle would
be difficult because we already increased relative
distance values and added height to the target. For
this reason, we considered only five values (0, 50,
100, 150, 200). Moreover, the rectangle has no jump
trajectories, so it does not need as much flexibility
in target velocity.

For the Ride Position, the priority is to keep the
relative position of the characters as stable as pos-
sible while moving. In order to achieve this, we
reduced each agent maximum velocity to 90. Ad-
ditionally, the relative distance from the rectan-
gle to the target drops to 100. Still regarding the
state definition, the deviation between the charac-
ters cannot be greater than 60. All these values
were thought considering their consequences in the
training process. As for the target, given the large
increase in the state space size, and for the reasons
already stated in our cooperation approach, we only
considered the movements in which both agents end
with zero speed and still in Ride Position.

Fig. 19: Training Level (Cooperation Case)

The training conditions are the same as those
used by KIT: an empty level as shown in Fig.19
with the respective target position being the mid-
dle x. In conclusion, the circle has 2 actions, 4.000
states and 20 targets, therefore, 160.000 Q-Table
entries. The KIT agent trained 5.000 times for
each target, meaning 100.000 in total. Following
the same reasoning, the rectangle with 2 actions,
6.000 states and 15 targets, has 180.000 Q-Table

entries and it must train 7.500 times for each tar-
get (total of 112.500 times). As for the Ride Po-
sition with 4 joint actions, 486.000 states and one
target, has 1.944.000 Q-Table entries and it must
train 1.215.000 times.

Due to time constraints and the mentioned learn-
ing problem size, the agents we submitted to the
2019 competition were incomplete. Specifically, the
Rectangle and Riding Position were not trained as
described, which means that they did not have a
Q Table designed according to their characteristics.
The solution was to use the circle Q-Table as the
rectangle one and the Riding Position being indi-
vidually guaranteed by the agents, with a simple
mechanism to keep ∆x at a stable value.

7. Results
The Rectangle and Cooperation Track results were
influenced by a game bug in which the rectangle
was blocked if it fell on one of its faces. We ignore
bug levels for comparison purposes.

Level Collectibles Time(s) Score

1 1.0 (2) 120.0 300.0

2 2.7 (3) 59.41 1314.9

3 2.1 (3) 104.931 755.58

4 0.9 (3) 120.0 270.0

5 2.0 (2) 16.165 1465.29

6 2.7 (3) 59.127 1317.28

7 2.0 (2) 20.216 1431.53

8 1.5 (2) 67.525 887.29

9 3.0 (3) 29.28 1655.17

10 2.0 (2) 20.531 1428.91

bug level Total (bug-free) 10825.94(5119.37)

Table 6: RTT Results in 2019 Rectangle Track

Level Collectibles Time(s) Score

1 2.0 (2) 12.685 1494.29

2 0.9 (3) 90.349 517.09

3 3.0 (3) 22.195 1715.04

4 2.8 (3) 31.513 1577.39

5 2.0 (2) 12.572 1495.23

6 3.0 (3) 18.981 1741.82

7 1.9 (2) 26.005 1353.29

8 1.1 (2) 69.577 750.19

9 3.0 (3) 14.413 1779.89

10 2.0 (2) 9.423 1521.47

bug level Total (bug-free) 13945.72(7868.27)

Table 7: Our Results in 2019 Rectangle Track

In the Rectangle Track, our agent has the best
score in 5 out of 5 bug-free levels (in bold), up by
50% in total over the runner-up and baseline, the
RTT agent. Our rival had difficulties at levels 1 and
4, otherwise the difference between the two would
have been very small. However, levels 5, 9 and 10
that were completed by both agents and are the best
comparative factor, show that our solution does it
in a shorter time (two times faster in 9 and 10).
Note that there was no stuckness verification in this
agent version (that is why level 4 does not record
all diamonds collected, for example).
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Level Collectibles Time(s) Score

1 0.8 (3) 120.0 240.0

2 0 (1) 120.0 0

3 1.5 (3) 120.0 450.0

4 0.8 (3) 120.0 240.0

5 2.6 (3) 67.89 1214.26

6 1 (3) 120.0 300.0

7 1 (2) 111.40 371.65

8 1 (3) 120.0 300.0

9 1.7 (2) 44.77 1074.25

10 1 (3) 120.0 300

bug level Total (bug-free) 4490.16 (1530.0)

Table 8: RTT Results in 2019 Cooperation Track

Level Collectibles Time(s) Score

1 2.8 (3) 32.55 1568.72

2 1 (1) 15.70 1169.19

3 2.5 (3) 65.77 1201.89

4 2.5 (3) 58.96 1258.68

5 2.8 (3) 32.38 1570.14

6 3 (3) 21.24 1723.02

7 0 (2) 120.0 0

8 2.9 (3) 38.12 1552.34

9 2 (2) 6.89 1542.57

10 1 (3) 120.0 300.0

bug level Total (bug-free) 11886.56 (7221.5)

Table 9: Our Results in 2019 Cooperation Track

In the Cooperation Track, our proposal is once
again superior to RTT in bug-free levels. This time,
much more clearly, getting a total score with an
increase of approximately 470% compared to the
baseline. Regarding the bug levels, our agent was
not affected in any of them. That is why at levels
5, 8 and 9 we see the same excellent performance.

Level Collectibles Time(s) Score

1 2 (2) 12.6 1495

2 3 (3) 18.1 1749

3 3 (3) 20.6 1728

4 3 (3) 23.4 1705

5 2 (2) 10.7 1511

6 3 (3) 21.5 1721

7 2 (2) 9.9 1550

8 2 (2) 18.8 1444

9 3 (3) 12.6 1795

10 2 (2) 9.3 1523

Total 16221

Table 10: Post Bug-Free 2019 Rectangle Track

Level Collectibles Time(s) Score

1 3 (3) 20.1 1732

2 1 (1) 14.7 1178

3 3 (3) 29.9 1655

4 3 (3) 29.7 1653

5 3 (3) 11.5 1804

6 3 (3) 22.5 1701

7 2 (2) 45.5 1220

8 3 (3) 21.9 1718

9 2 (2) 7.8 1535

10 3 (3) 35.6 1603

Total 15799

Table 11: Post Bug-Free 2019 Cooperation Track

In Table 10 and 11 , we see how completing
the implementation and conflicts resolutions mech-
anisms improved performance in bug-free post-
competition.

8. Conclusions
The objectives we proposed when introducing this
work were successfully achieved. The victory in the
2019 competition was only a recognition for the
good performance and correct implementation of
our agents. Taking advantage and reusing some es-
tablished strategies, we were able to build a complex
system consisting of two players capable of playing
individually and in cooperation. More than that,
our proposal is now motivation for people to con-
tinue to experiment and compare new approaches to
solve the Geometry Friends problem. Equally inter-
esting will be proposals that build on the solid foun-
dations of our system architecture and expand the
cooperation and learning mechanisms of our agents.
Conflict resolution and increasing player training
variety is the first work task for those who decide
to invest in our results.
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